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Abstract: We show how matrix elements of the T-matrix can be easily estimated on a 
basis of Slater determinants, with a mean field approximation. Linear superpositions of 
these Slater determinants then generate plane waves, or distorted (Coulomb) waves. This 
provides physical matrix elements of T. 

1. Introduction 

The equivalence between the resonating group 1) method (RGM) and the generator 
coordinate ' method (GCM) makes it very easy to study the theory of nuclear (and atomic) 
collisions with a microscopic formalism, necessary for a full implementation of Pauli prin
ciple effects. As used by Wildermuth and his collaborators, RGM appears to be more 
physical than GCM, for the former makes explicit the relative degree of freedom p between 
the colliding fragments (the channel coordinate), while the latter uses expectation values 
s =< p > only. Conversely, a disadvantage of p in RGM is its basic Jacobi coordinate 
nature, a complicated many body operator, while GCM calculations allow the direct use 
of single particle coordinates r,, technically much easier. The most frequent synthesis 
between RGM and GCM consists in calculating first the GCM Hamiltonian and overlap 
kernels, then deconvoluting them into RGM Hamiltonian and Pauli exchange operators, 
respectively. Schematically, with a classic, obvious notation, microscopic calculations of 
collisions very often lead from a "Griffin-Hill-Wheeler equation" 

J ds[H(s',s)-EAf(s',s)}f(s)^0, ( l . la ) 

to a "Wildermuth equation" 

[-A„ + V,e(p') - E] tp(p') + J dp [Wnle(p', p) + Er,(p', p)\ Up) = 0, (1.16) 

where the local and non local potentials Vic,W„ic and the "Pauli term" r\ result from 
deconvolutions of the kernels Ti and Af, respectively, 

W , s) - j dp'dpl'y, *') {S(p' - p) [-Ap + Vu(p)] + Wnlc(p, p)} T(P, s), (1.2a) 

W,s) = Jdp'dpT'(p\s')[6(p' -p)- r,(p\p)]T(p,s). (1.2b) 
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\ arious choices of die convolution kernels V. T ami '.".irions approximate •leconvolution 
methods have been proposed :n order "o obtain physically significant :or.v.s of E*;. 1.1b : 

as practically as possible. 

"A "i;..:ev-r "lie "ec:u::ca.i. : ; j ' i ! . . ; ' : ".::s ?. J l i _.--H.l aooroaci: . oorn Zos. 1.1 a::..: 

space. The dynamics ~ney ::>• .n-porace :n "he "alculatiou of "ransition ampdr-udes depends 
very much on that selected subspaee 5 . Indeed, when handled by E q s . i l . l - . intermediate 
s ta tes of the collisions can only belong to 5 . In order to account for likely higher -order 
dynamical effects, namely those collision processes which lie outs ide of 5 . it is convenient 
to introduce a non per turba t ive theory of transition ampl i tudes . Such is the aim of the 
T ime Independent Mean Field iT IMF) approach 0 which follows. 

The purpose of this contr ibut ion is to take advantage of b o t h the T I M F and the 
R G M / G C M theories. In Section 2. we wiil briefly describe the T I M F method. T I M F 
transi t ions occur between wave packets ra ther than plane waves, for technical reasons 
which we will explain. This representation of the T-matr ix on a wave packet basis prepares 
the G C M argument of Section 3, where a physical T-mat r ix is deduced from T I M F . A 
discussion and conclusion is proposed in Section 4. 

2. Brief description of T I M F 

TIMF uses three shell models: i ) the tradit ional ( s ta t i c ) model , spherical or deformed. 
i i) the b o o s t e d model , deduced from the static one by boost operat ions, and iii)a new 
model for t r a n s i e n t s ta tes . Consider a collision A(a ,b)B. and the center of mass operators 
RA- Ra, Rb RB- We describe nuclear structures by s ta t i c shell model functions \ A - \a, Xb-
Y a, and the initial and final channels by b o o s t e d p roducts 

Xi< = exp( iA*i î a )Xaexp(- iA ' i?^) \ .4 . x'h' = expi i A ' ' i ? / , ) \ 6 e x p ( - i A " i ? s ) \ B - (2.1) 

Most often, all Xa.b..B a r e Slater determinants (SD's). Boost ing them generates SD's again. 
Thus XKi \'K' a r e p roducts of SD's , made of boosted orbitals \ ; , \'j-

It must be stressed here that the label A' which is carried by xi< i-s a generator 
coordinate: K is noth ing bu t the expectat ion value of the channel m o m e n t u m pp, conjugate 
to the RGM degree of freedom p =• Ra — R.\ for the initial channel . In the same way. 
K' —< Pa >• where <r — Rh - RB '••> the relative coordinate for t he final channel. Mat r ix 
elements between xi< a n ( i X'K' of a n Y operator are thus close to matr ix elements of that 
opera tor between two channel plane waves. 

For the sake of simplicity, we consider the nucléons of the target as distinct from those 
of the projectile . This makes it easy to define the prior interact ion V — y ] , e , , ]Ç.\ vtJ. In 
the same way. we break ant i symmetry to define the post po tent ia l V — y ^ l € 6 j P 3 <-l}. T h e 

restorat ion of the Pauli principle at the end of "he theory is s t ra ightforward" but slightly 
tedious and will not b e discussed in this contribution. 

Rather "han 'he T-matr ix , we then "ousider die T-oper;iror. T - V — V- E - H ~' '.'. 
with E and H *ne full •ner-.r" m d Hamiitouian. Sinci> the 3or: i -erm 5 =-f . '- - V \ .-. ; • 
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is enviai, we need only -aiculare the mui t i s tep ampiirude D = < \'r<, V': E — H - - : T . " ; 

\ -V > • 

For "liar purpose. v= US'1 '.:•* ".v.iic'.or.ai. 

F- P. ? = .. '" P >< V '.' \ K ;..- < P Z - ^ f >&>. '2.2 

whose stationary vaiue with respect to <]>. •-$' is P . Then we restrict the "rial functions 
$ . <$' to be SD's. or products of SD's. with orbitals y , . ^ . It can be stressed here tha: 
the calculation of F, Eq., 2.2). is elementary, since there are only matrix elements between 
SD's. or products of such. Equations (2.1-2) thus define TIMF a. a variational and mean 
Seid approximation: trial functions for independent particles are used to generate a matrix 
element of the full Hamiltonian muitistep T-operator. 

The details of the formalism can be found elsewhere'51. The conditions or", cv', = 0. 
6F/6<yj ~ 0 induce inhomogeneous Hartree-Fock equations 

(rfi -h)\?i>=U-~QS)\ x, >. < x'j \ {*•' + S'Q') = < p) | [rjj - h). (2.3) 

where r/;, h, u>. u/, Q, Q', 5. S' are. respectively, a single particle self energy, a seif consistent 
Hamiltonian. two self consistent channel energies, two particle-hole projectors and two self 
consistent channel average fields. The numerical solution of Eqs.(2.3) is almost as easy as 
that of traditional Hartree-Fock equations. The functional F shows saddle points rather 
than maxima or minima. A large experience has now been obtained, including very good 
approximations in Faddeev-like problems 0 ' 6 ' for particle numbers .V = 3.4. On Fig. 1. taken 
from ref. 6 ). we satisfactorily compare exact 4-body amplitudes with their TIMF estimates. 

Among several few body collisions studied by us, we also considered elastic p-t scat
tering with Gaussian forces Ujj = -V' 0exp [-(r, - r 7 ) - /M 2 ] , V'0 = ôQMeV. /x = 2 /m. 
Boosted Gaussians x>(ri) °c exp [—rf/2j52 — ir;A'/3] ,i = 2 ,3 ,4 ,$ = 2 /m, describe the 
target (similarly for final \', boosted by -K'/3). We solved Eqs.(2.3) on an 11x11 mesh in 
the reaction plane, for many energies and angles. Momentum density plots for seif consis
tent y, p'i ^"lé-~i 'oeiong to the atlas we generated. These y>,^' show smooth shapes and 
make very deformed shells. 

According to Eq.(2.2), the amplitude T> is a product of two widths, divided by an 
energy denominator. Thus $ . $ ' appear as intermediate (transient) reaction steps, with 
shell structures. These shells can be either similar to. or quite different from, the shells 
present in \A., ^ , \ j , \B- The dyadic operator j <5 > < $ ' | may be interpreted, according 
to Eq.(2.2) again, as a ''transition density operator' for the dominant reaction mechanism 
in the transition between \ and \'. Nothing prevents <$. $' from having components out 
of the RGM/GCM subspace S. 

An unexpected resuit is: while exact on-shell .scattered waves are not square :ntegrable. 
the i r m e a n field app rox ima t ions are square in tegrab le when Irn£" —• 0. Orbimis 
s.-s' have complex energies, like decaying quasi particles. It -eems "hat -hese „•. ,-'' make 
.'i ue'.v •;heil mod'»!, corresponding '<•> "transient urbital.s" 
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For .V = Ô. elastic rr-a scattering was calculated' :. We find the correct angular distri
bution. In order to investigate higher values of N. we are now attempting the calculation 
oï elastic a-Ci scattering. 

in "onciusion of this Section, "he harrree-Fock ::ie r.iod. wnicn had a large success in 
"he s'atic shell model for "he appvciininte iiagonalirraricn :-i H. is available for Inver t in^ 
£" — H. An inhomogeneous, self-consistent collision term occurs for Hartree-Fock equations, 
without ad hoc parameters nor optical potentials. This extended Hartree-Fock theory 
directly provid s transition amplitudes between wave packets, and defines the dominant 
reaction mechanism associated to each pair of initial and final wave packets. 

3. Generator coordinate expansion of the T-matrix 

The advantage of the variational functional F. Eq.j2.2). is its easy calculation when 
ail four functions \ . \'. 'P. f 5 ' are SD's (or products of such, as will be understood in the 
followingj. While the restriction ot the trial functions <£.<&' to SD's induces an approxi
mation for the calculation of V. the restriction of \ , \' to SD's is not a weakness of TIMF. 
It is rather a simple matter of representation. Indeed. SD's make (over)complete bases in 
the Hilbert space. 

It is therefore legitimate to obtain a representation of the T-operator on any SD 
basis, not just boosted SD's. For instance one could consider a traditional set of G CM 
determinants, obtained from translations in coordinate space, 

\ s = exp{-\Pasa)Xaexv(-iPA3A)XA., x'*> = exç{~\Phs'h)xhe^{-vPQâ'B)xB, (3.1) 

with Pa.P,\- Pb- PB the relevant center of mass momentum operators, and 

.*„ = SNA/N, SA = -s.V*/X, sh = S'NB/N^B = -s'Nh/N. (3.1a) 

Here, naturally, Na, iVhi, Nt,, Ng are the mass numbers of the four fragments, and -V = 
A r

a + -V.-i = -V& -r ^B- The orbitals Xi, x\ which are contained in Xs,x',> a r e n o w shifted, 
rather than boosted, shell model orbitals. 

A "Burn term" 3{s'.a) = < x'a> \ ^"' 1 Xs > is as easy to obtain as that considered in 
Section 2. Hence, only the calculation of the multistep amplitude 

V(s',s) =< \'t, | V'{E-H)-lV | x, >. (3.2) 

is in order. This is obtained from the same variational functional F as that of Section 2. 

F($. <K) = < Yy I V i * > < * ' ! V | xs > I < * ' i (E ~ H) I <P >. (3.3) 

whose stationarity is governed by the same inhomogeneous extended Hartree- Fock equa
tions. 

n,-h-. j..>='~-QS) \ ,.., >•< \ ! - r '• ~' - S'Q' • = < S, <r)j-ii<. 



The only difference between Eqs.(2.3) and Eqs.(3.4) is that the latter are now driven 
by shifted orbitals \is, x'ja>- The shift labels s,s' are shown explicitly in Eqs.(3.4), as 
reminders. 

At the present stage of our investigations we have much less numerical experience 
with Eqs.(3.4) than with Eqs.(2.3). There is no doubt, however, that a TIMF tabulation 
of T>(s',s) is possible. Then it is trivial to recover a physical T-matrix element between 
plane waves, since we know from the traditional GCM theory that a simple Fourier integral 
transforms x» m t ° a channel plane wave. Therefore one obtains the expansion formula 

<k'\T\k>= u(k')v(k) I ds'dsexp[i(ks - k's')][B(s', s) + V(s', s)], (3.5) 

with v suitable normalization constants (which will be understood in the following). With 
short range nuclear forces Vij it is reasonable to predict that B and V show fast decreases 
when the separation distances | s |, | s' |—• 00. This ensure ~>od convergence of the 
double integral, Eq.(3.5), and diminishes the number of matrix eu,* ^nts to be tabulated. 

Let us now assume that H contains Coulomb forces. Let us further assume that the 
main effects of these Coulomb forces are elastic distortions of the waves in the initial and 
final channels. Then we can split the T-matrix in two terms, namely i)a pure Coulomb 
amplitude T C O t t j , which can be calculated separately, and ii)a nuclear part T n u c , which 
must be calculated between Coulomb waves. More explicitly , once Tcoui is subtracted, 
one must retain the same prior and post interactions F, V as in the absence of Coulomb 
forces (nuclear u,j only), and one must calculate 

< k' I T n u c I k > = < £;-, I [V + V'{E - Hy'V] I tf >, (3.6) 

where f ~ , £ + are pure Coulomb waves, and H contains both the nuclear and the Coulomb 
forces. Since the GCM weight functions f£(s), /j^(s'), which allow the expansion of 
Coulomb waves in shifted wave packets x,, x'»'> are well known , one obtains the expansion 

< k' I Tnuc I k > « / ds'dsf;r(s')f+{s)[B(s', s) + V(s', s)}. (3.7) 

(The contribution of B in Eq.(3.7) is the well known DWBA.) In analogy with angular 
and linear momentum projections, which were among the first applications of GCM, the 
expansions, Eqs.(3.5,3.7) can be described as "projections after variation". 

To summarize this Section, the T-matrix elements can be tabulated on a GCM basis of 
a "coordinate" nature (shifts), rather than the boost generator coordinate representation 
used in Section 2. Physical T-matrix elements can then be calculated, via the integral 
representations show- by Eq.(3.5) or Eq.(3.7). 

4. Discussion and Conclusion 
As we have seen in Section 2 and 3, TIMF can provide estimates of matrix elements 

< x'v I £f~lG \ X\ >i where the operators £,T,Q can be at will either zero-, one- or 
two body operators, or mixtures of such (actually more-than-two body operators are even 
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allowed, but more unwieldy'!, and \ . \ are arbitrary Slater determinants, members of a 
generator coordinate basis. 

Let P be the projector on "he sv.bspace 5 where *he RGM.'GCM "heory ::' roiiisions 
is usually formuiatea. Define J = '. - ^. While "he diagor.alization of PHP. Z:-. 1.1 . :.~ 
an approximation, "he ii:;^^:;:'.i;:-v: --.; :f "he "°::act errent ivp Ilamiltoiiian"" 

H' = PHP - PHQiE - QHQT1 QHV. i 4.1 ) 

is still an exact, theory. Whenever the operators S = VHQ and T = E — '2.HQ, can be 
restricted to be at, most t w o ( three? Vbody operators, a tabulation of H1 in 5 is possible, via 
TIMF estimates. This ambitious program would generate a theory of collisions including 
microscopic derivations of those optical potentials due to the £ïF~lS term of H'. 

More modestly, this contribution has shown that collision amplitudes can be -calculated 
by linear summations of specific matrix elements V in a generator coordinate basis Y J ? see 
Section 3. The advantage of these specific matrix elements is that they are obtained by a 
non perturbative approximation, open to high order, complicated reaction mechanisms if 
necessary. As shown in Section 2, a short cut is even possible for a fast estimate of transition 
amplitudes: these specific matrix elements can be as easily calculated on a GCM basis 
\K, more suited to the momentum representation. The integral representations discussed 
in Section 3 easily convert Xs mi° waves with a pure momentum label k. A suitable 
deconvolution should also permit the conversion of \ K into a wave with pure momentum 
k. All the approaches discussed in this contribution incorporate into the RGM/GCM theory 
dynamical effects which would be otherwise neglected by the RGM/GCM subspace. 

It is a pleasure to thank the organizors of this conference for the opportunity of this 
contribution. 
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Figure Captions 

Fig.l: Exact versus mean field amplitudes for a soluble .V = 4 model. 

Fig.2: Momentum density plot of variâtionai orbitais for ui elastic •>• collision at j ( ) \ 
Left plots :'or projectile, right plot? for target. 
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